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Reference Source, No Author

"Title of Reference Entry."


In-text citation: "Hatshepsut was the dominant ruler until Year Twenty" ("Hatshepsut").

Periodical Article, Weekly or Daily Publication, No Author, No Pagination

"Title of Article."


In-text citation: "Walt Disney remains a living force in American cinema" ("America's Sorcerer").

Periodical Article, Weekly or Daily Publication

Author.


In-text citation: "While the chaos swirled around him, Tebow sat" (Shelton).
OR
According to Gary Shelton "While the chaos swirled around him, Tebow sat."
In-text citation: "Epitomized by the dramatic work of Antoni Gaudi" (Grosz).
OR
According to David Grosz it was "epitomized by the dramatic work of Antoni Gaudi."

In-text citation: "It was sly of Augustine" (Olney).
OR
Olney stated, "it was sly of Augustine."